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Housekeeping
• This session will be recorded

• Slides and recording will be posted within a week on the CHCF
website: www.chcf.org/oscn

• All attendees will be muted for the duration of the presentation

• To ask a question:

o Logistical questions:  Use CHAT to the Host

o Questions for Speakers :  Use CHAT to ALL

• Survey:  please take a moment at the end of the webinar to give
feedback



Webinar Objectives
- Understand the role of communications in achieving your goals through

reaching and engaging audiences.

- Share sample distribution tools and strategies.

- Offer direction on tools/materials for communicating messages to various
audiences.



Agenda
- What is communications for change?

- Setting goals

- Key messages

- Messengers

- Methods

- Sample tools

- Questions

Throughout: chime in in the chat box with:
-What has worked for you?
-What’s most challenging for your coalition?

We’ll troubleshoot in real time!



Communications for change
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Awareness  ≠>
Understanding + Behavior change

Complex issue : stigma, apathy, etc.

Need: Data + Emotion => Action



Process
Set goals

Identify target audience(s)

Create messages, identify messengers

Choose tactics, create tools and determine timing

Evaluate
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• Reduction in opioids overdose deaths (measurable)

•Fewer overall opioids prescribed or more judicious/safe prescribing
(CURES data)

•Greater access to MAT (# of x licenses, bup in EDs)

• Increased naloxone access

• Decrease in addiction stigma (media analysis)

• Greater public awareness of alternative pain management

Coalition Goals Are there other goals your coalition has
outlined?



Identifying Target Audiences
- What organizations/individuals are critical to your success?

- Local policymakers, e.g., your board of supervisors

- Providers

- Pharmacists

- Public health workers, addiction clinics

- Judicial and law enforcement leaders

- Families, community members

- Media

CHAT:
Which audiences are hardest to
reach for your coalition?

Which audience is priority for
you? Why?



Understand Your Target Audiences
What is their current opinion of your coalition?
What are the barriers to their involvement or support?

Who do they respect? (identify best messengers)

Where do they get their information?

What events, publications reach them?



Where Do They Get Information?
- News outlets

- Local radio, podcasts

- Trade publications

- Academic journals

- Grand rounds

- Listservs, newsletters

- Social media
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Key Messages
Opioid abuse is a community-wide epidemic that will

require a community-wide response

Opioids are not a panacea for pain, patients deserve
better

Public health approach: reduce access, address stigma
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Sample tools
Op-eds
Visuals/infographics
Fact sheets/overviews
Newsletters
Websites
Postcards, posters, etc.
Talking points, Speeches,
FAQs
Media releases, briefings
Video
Polling
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Maps and GIFs



Coalition
Materials
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Newsletters

Internal communication counts, too. Do
you send regular emails/newsletters?
How about listservs?



Flyers



Useful Frames
Did you know?

10 Facts

Fact/Myth

Where you live

What if…

FAQs

Who, What, When, Where, Why

Ask a question

How have you organized information,
what do you think could work with your
target audiences?
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Who is the target audience for
these?
What do you like?
How could they be stronger?
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Brochure
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Surveys and Polling
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Data Points and FAQs
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FAQs and Talking Points

+
List is good!

Aim for bullets
Simple headers

Try to include data
Action statements Images
help
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Videos
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Personal Storytelling

“One person can make a difference. All of us
can make a real difference.”
-April Rovero



Gathering the Word
• Discuss issues and solicit feedback

• Community or provider survey

• Solicit stories



Messengers and Methods

It could be that people aren’t moved to action because of WHO is
delivering the message and HOW your information is presented.

Let’s talk about the who and how...
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Different Messengers for Different
Audiences

Pharmacists
EDs/EMTs Primary care

physicians

Hospitals,
health plans

Chronic pain
patients

Influencers

Policymakers

Law
enforcement

Recovery/
Treatment

Public health
community

Nonprofits Families
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Target Messengers
• Who is most trusted by a given community?

• Who are “notables and quotables,” those who media
likely to see as spokespeople?



Methods

- What do you think is the best way to reach people?
- Door to door? Brochures, flyers, where?
- text, postcards, bus ads, Snapchat, Instagram

What has worked for you? Enter
comments in the chat box.
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Traditional Media
• Build a list
• News outlets + industry pubs
• Local and regional
• Target reporters
• Email, twitter

What method has worked best for your
coalition?
Where do you feel like you get the least
traction?
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Newspaper Inserts
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Social Media Methods
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Platforms



LiveStories
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Evaluate

● Refer to goal metrics
● Analytics for digital tools: clicks, read time
● Press coverage
● Pickup by stakeholders
● Growth of coalition
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To Sum Up

● Set goals
● Identify your audiences
● Create the materials that will move them
● Figure out messengers and methods
● Diversify your distribution tactics
● Share and network
● Assess and learn



• If you have any additional comments or questions, please
get in touch:

o Liz Galicia: egalicia@chcf.org

My Contact Information



Upcoming Events and Webinars
Opioid Safety Coalition Fall Convenings (similar agendas so please register for one):

Northern California Sep. 22, 2016 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM
IN-PERSON at the Oakland Airport Hilton

LIVE STREAMING locations with local facilitator:
Dunsmuir, Eureka, Fairfield, Redding, Santa Rosa
Cohosted by Partnership Health Plan

Southern California Nov. 1, 2016 8:30 AM - 4:30 PM

IN-PERSON at Fairmont Newport Beach
4500 McArthur Blvd., Newport Beach

Register here:
http://www.chcf.org/events/2016/events-opioid-safety-coalitions-fall-convenings



Please take a moment to fill out the evaluation form.

Thank you for joining!


